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Top 10 apps for children aged 4-7. 

iSequences.  Contains 100 story sequences of 3–4 pictures, as well as options to 

predict what might happen next or identify how the characters are feeling. 

Use this app for:-  sequencing, story-telling, pronouns (he/she/they), verbs,          

predicting what might happen next, emotions… 

Cost:- Lite version - free.  Full version - £2:99 

Key Word Kids.  Follow instructions at a 2, 3, 4 or 5 key word level.  Includes          

big/little, prepositions and other concepts - wet/dry, above/below,                 

clean/dirty etc.  There is also a section focussed on putting sentences together. 

Use this app for:-  following instructions, vocabulary, concept understanding,     

putting sentences together. 

Cost:- £18:99 

Choiceworks.  Make visual schedules quickly and easily.  The child can swipe 

each item across when it is completed.  Also includes a visual waiting timer     

and a picture feelings book. 

Use this app for:-  understanding routines, now/next, understanding feelings    

and how to deal with them, waiting.   

Rhyming Bus.  Find the words that rhyme and put them on the bus.  Work through  

3 levels of difficulty.   

Use this app for:-  identifying rhyme.  Ask children to generate their own rhymes    

as well.  Support speech and literacy skills. 

Cost:- £9:99 

Doodle Buddy.  A simple drawing app.  Draw pictures and also take photos    

and draw on them.  Add fun stickers to the pictures too. 

Use this app for:-  Take photos of worksheet-based activities and draw on     

them to make them more fun.  Also work on giving and receiving instructions. 

Cost:- FREE 
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Associations. 5 levels of activities to make links between items.  Ask the child to 

name the items and describe why they go together. 

Use this app for:-  vocabulary, making links between items, description skills,    

using “because” in sentences 

Cost:- £2:29                          Also check out other apps by I Can Do Apps. 

Articulation Station.  Photo flashcards  for all consonant sounds and blends at 

the beginning, middle and end of words.  Games and activities for single 

words, phrases and sentences. 

Use this app for:-  using speech sounds in single words, phrases and sentences. 

Cost:- £44:99                                           

My Scene.  12 different scene backgrounds with a range of stickers to put on 

each one.   

Use this app for:-  following and giving instructions, vocabulary, a reward game 

to keep a child motivated with any speech, language or school activity 

Cost:- Lite version - free.  Full version - £2:29.    

                                                           Also check out other apps by My First Apps 

Sort It Out. Sort pictures out into 3 category groups.  There is a 2nd app with 

more groups to sort as well. 

Use this app for:-  sorting items into categories, shape names, colour,                

vocabulary, emotions, properties. 

Cost:- £2:29                                           

Speech with Milo: Board game.  Choose a character and move around the 

board while practising words with specific sounds in. 

Use this app for:-  using speech sounds in single words, phrases and sentences 

Cost:- Lite version - £4:99 Full version - £17:99                                          


